
Introduction

The task of image segmentation is inherently noisy due to ambiguities
regarding the exact location of boundaries between anatomical structures.
We argue that this information can be extracted from the expert annotations
at no extra cost, and when integrated into state-of-the-art neural networks, it
can lead to improved calibration between soft probabilistic predictions and
the underlying uncertainty. In this work:

• We introduce SVLS for the task of semantic segmentation with an
additional extension to multi-rater annotations.

• We demonstrate that both SVLS and mSVLS improve calibration and
predictive uncertainty of trained models.

• We conduct extensive validation on three multi-class problems including
brain tumor, kidney tumor, and prostate zonal segmentation and binary
segmentation of lung nodules where we leverage multi-rater
annotations.

Label smoothing (LS) where a network is trained on ‘blurred’ versions
of the ground truth labels has been shown to be effective in calibrating
predictions. In label smoothing, the true probability is uniformly
downscaled with weight factor α to generate soft labels, as:

Cross-entropy loss with LS can be formulated as:

However, LS is not taking the local structure into account and results
in overly smoothed predictions with low confidence even for non-
ambiguous regions.
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• Significant improvement of model calibration in terms of ECE, and TACE
• Model calibration leads to better segmentation performance specifically

in boundary region with surface dice
• Better boundary uncertainty is observed in predicted probability maps

• mSVLS achieves best performance in terms of calibration and segmentation prediction
• ECE, TACE and probability maps present the improve boundary uncertainty

• Reliability diagram demonstrates the significant improvement of calibration using SVLS
and mSVLS.
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